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109 You better separate your illegitimate daughter from Si Li...
Back to present…
Lu Lan was discussing the arrangements of the party with Si Yan, at that moment, Lu
Lan's phone rang. It was from Lu Mansion.
Lu Lan hesitantly picked it up, however, after the few minutes, the phone fell from her
hand on the ground after listening to the person from the other side.
Si Yan saw Lu Lan's shocked face and immediately "Sister-in-law, what happened?"
Lu Lan looked at him and whispered "Grandfather…."
--Lu Mansion.

In the study room.
Elder Lu, Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You were sitting in the study room, their facial
expression was not looking good.
Currently, Lu Corporation was facing some of the problems because Si Corporation
had rejected some of the projects of Lu Corporation and thanks to hacker 'X', share
market of Country X was down, so most of the companies were facing bankruptcy and
Lu Corporation was also included in it.
Si Li had already given the face to Elder Lu, by not cancelling some of the previous
contracts with Lu Corporation.
However, if Lu Yaohua thought that Si Li had forgotten what Shu Han-You did with
Lu Lan, then he must be dreaming.
"Dad…Please…help me…otherwise, Lu Corporation has to file for bankruptcy" Lu
Yaohua helplessly said.
"It's all fault of that B*tch. If she didn't seduce Si Li, Lu Xuelon would have been

engaged with him and we aren't in this condition" Shu Han-You said in an angry tone.
Shu Han-You was very angry seeing that Lu Xuelon's career was finishing day by day
because World Entertainment didn't leave Lu Xuelon and was humiliating her every
day.
Of course, it was the style of Si Li to torture the person, who had hurt his family and
Lu Lan was the person to whom he loved the most in this world, so how could he
leave Lu Xuelon so easily?...
"That's it. I can't take it anymore. You better separate your illegitimate daughter from
Si Li. I want Si Li back to be with my Xiao Xuelon. If not, you better think of
consequence" Shu Han-You gave the ultimatum to Lu Yaohua.
"Enough of you, Xuelon have already taken everything from her. Xiao Lan, didn't get
the chance to get anything from this family except the so-called name of Lus and now
you are planning to take away her love for a man" Elder Lu finally broke his silence.
"What did you say? 'Taking everything from her'" Shu Han-You sarcastically chuckled
and continued "It was the fault of her mother and your son. Don't dare to forget, Mr Lu.
Her mother had ruined my life and now their daughter is doing the same thing to my
daughter. I WILL NEVER ALLOW THIS".
Shu Han-You always disliked Lu Lan because she always thought that because of Lu
Lan's mother, her marriage life ruined. If Lu Lan's mother didn't come in the life of Lu
Yaohua, her husband wouldn't have cheated on her and now only because of social
status, Shu Han-You had to maintain this so-call happy marriage in front of society.
Afterwards, Shu Han-You pointed towards Lu Yaohua "You… If you didn't stop your
so-called daughter, don't expect from me to shut my mouth anymore".
"I SAID STOP IT! YOU OF THEM…."Elder Lu shouted, however, he immediately
put her hand on the left side of the chest and cane fell from his left hand.
"Dad…" Lu Yaohua yelled out.
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